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,e main purpose of this study is to compare the static and dynamic behavior of a historical single-span masonry arch bridge
under different near-fault earthquakes. ,e historical Tokatlı Bridge, built in Karabük, is chosen for this study. To investigate the
behavior of near-fault earthquakes on the historical masonry bridge, first, a finite element model is built and analyzed under
various near-fault earthquakes by using ANSYS and SAP2000. To build a finite element model, 162920 nodes and 47818 elements
are used in ANSYS. First, finite element analysis results are compared to each other under Earth gravity. ,en, ground motions
near the fault are chosen to be used in this study. ,ese earthquakes can be listed as follows: Cape Mend (1992), Kobe (1995),
Superstition Hills (1987), Northridge (1994), Imperial Valley (1979), and Chi-Chi (1999).,e behavior of the single-span historical
bridge is obtained under these ground motions, and the results are compared with each other using contour diagrams using
ANSYS. Furthermore, at the end of these analyses, it is observed that the tensile stresses have reached the permissible masonry
tensile strength, especially on the upper side of the large belt, on the upper side of the belt, and on the side of the belt, and pose a
risk for damage.

1. Introduction

In the past periods where today’s engineering facilities and
construction materials were not available, it was possible to
pass large openings or carry heavy loads with the arch form
which is one of the basic elements of the historical bridge
design. Arch bridges, which are commonly seen in Turkey,
were built in Anatolia, especially in the 19th century by the
Ottomans in the form of a single-span stone arch. In Turkey,
approximately 1300 of such historical bridges are still in
service. It is of the most importance to ensure the safety of
these historical bridges against the dynamic loadings of
traffic, wind, and earthquakes. ,is task requires the ac-
curate identification of the dynamic characteristics of these
existing bridges [1]. On the other hand, there are about
35,000 masonry arch bridges in service in the UK, about 96%
of the 35,000 in-service masonry arch bridges at the time
were over 70 years old, and 20% of these inventories were
carrying principal roads [2]. Masonry arch bridges, which

are in use worldwide, encompass various sizes, styles, and
spans, some of which date back to early antiquity. For ex-
ample, the six-arch stone bridge 30m in span built around
100 BC is still in existence in Alcantara, Spain [2].

Considering the effect of near-fault earthquakes can be very
important, especially for structures that contain various
structural parts, such as historical bridges. ,ese effects could
be the main subject particularly for the resonance of structure
together with the response of acceleration, velocity, displace-
ments, stress distribution, etc. [3]. It is typically recognized that
resonance effects and spectral response mainly appear along-
side of building height especially for conventional structures
rather than complex structures [4, 5]. It is clear that the
abovementioned seismic effects still need to be investigated
further for structures such as historical masonry bridges.
Furthermore, acceleration, velocity, displacements, stress dis-
tribution, etc. due to the complex masonry structures also
become an important issue under the effects of soil structure
interaction [6–9]. ,roughout history, human beings have
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built bridges in many different methods and forms, from the
simplest methods to the modern technology, and extracted
unique works. In these bridges, the arch form was widely used.
,ese historical buildings, dating back to the present and have
thousands of years of history, have been damaged or destroyed
by disasters such as earthquakes, wars, and fires that have
occurred in time. Nowadays, a special attention is necessary to
existing national road and rail networks.,emainstream of the
bridges in the European railway network, in addition to a large
part of those in the road system, consists of these masonry
bridge structures [10]. When the literature is examined, it will
be seen that there are many analytical and experimental studies
on historical bridges [11–13]. Besides these studies, Boothby
et al. [14] has investigated the behaviors of the filled arch
bridges under the vehicle loads experimentally with themethod
of finite elements. For this purpose, Boothby et al. [14] has
examined five different bridges and has analyzed four of these
bridges with ANSYS program.,e other study is conducted by
Hatzigeorgiou et al. [15]. Hatzigeorgiou et al. [15] has modeled
historical masonry Arta Bridge with finite elements and have
applied linear and nonlinear static and dynamic analysis on the
model. In another study by Fanning and Boothby [16], the
Griffith Bridge in Dublin, Ireland, has been analyzed with
ANSYS program as 3D solid element, and Fanning and
Boothby [16] have done an analysis of themodels. Fanning and
Boothby [16] examined the results of field testing and FE
modeling of three masonry arch bridges in their study. Bridges
were tested using a reference frame built under the structure
andmeasuring structural displacements with the help of LVDT
devices [16]. Furthermore, 3D nonlinear finite element models
were analyzed using ANSYS software and found to provide a
good prediction of the actual behavior of a wall arch bridge
using a reasonable set of material properties. ,e other study is
performed by Frunzio et al. [17]. Frunzio et al. [17], in their
three-dimensional FE analysis of a stone masonry arch bridge
involving nonlinear material behavior, found that the results of
their FE analysis were useful in generating a qualitative map of
the intervention areas for restoration. Frunzio et al. [17] also
found that this analysis is strongly dependent upon the ex-
actness of mechanical parameters, which are often difficult to
evaluate by experimental analyses, especially in cases of
monuments and historical buildings. ,e other study is per-
formed by Toker and Unay [18]. Toker and Unay [18] also
studied the mathematical modeling techniques on a prototype
model of a common arch bridge under different loading
conditions. Bayraktar et al. [19] determined the dynamic
characteristics of historical Sinik Bridge and also updated the
bridge FE model by adjusting the boundary condition defi-
nitions. In the literature, the other study is performed by
Brencich and Sabia [20]. Brencich and Sabia [20] studied
Tanaro Bridge. In this study, the natural frequencies, mode
shapes, and damping ratios of this 18-span masonry con-
struction were identified by dynamic tests. Diamanti et al. [21]
used nondestructive ground-penetrating radar (GPR) on
masonry arch bridges for monitoring of ring separation. In
order to validate and update the analytical results, several
laboratory experiments were conducted. Ural et al. [22] have
modeled the concrete-filled steel Beichuan Bridge in the
ANSYS finite elements program and have performed analytical

models and dynamic experimental analyses. Analytical mod-
eling techniques were used to simulate GPR tests, and the
analytical models were updated using laboratory experiments.
Another study is performed by Aydin and Özkaya [23]. Aydin
and Özkaya [23] also investigated the collapse loads ofmasonry
arch bridges and carried out a study to calculate the behavior of
single-span masonry arch bridges under certain loads by the
static analysismethod. Altunisık et al. [24] conducted a detailed
research on the comparison of the static and dynamic behavior
of historical masonry arch bridges based on different arch
curvatures. For this purpose, to determine the static and dy-
namic behavior of the bridge, the finite element model is used
[24]. To show the arch curvature effect, the finite element
model is used as 2.86m–3.76m for the first arch and
2.64m–3.54m for the second arch, respectively. It is recon-
structed in 0.10m increments, taking into account the different
arch curvatures. ,us, arch curvature appears to have more
impact on the structural response of historic masonry arch
bridges [24]. Breccolotti et al. [25] carried out parametric
analysis by changing the rise/span ratio of masonry arch
bridges and compared the results with finite elementmodeling.
Rovithis and Pitilakis [26] also investigated the 750m long “De
Bosset” Bridge in the Cephalonia Island of Western Greece to
design of the rehabilitation measures and assessment of the
pre- and postintervention seismic response of the bridge based
on detailed in situ and laboratory tests. ,e efficiency of the
bridge retrofitting is also proved by a preliminary performance
analysis of the bridge under the recorded ground motion [26].
,e other study is performed by Sayin [27]. In this study, linear
and nonlinear dynamic analyses of historical Nadir Bridge are
assessed by Sayin [27]. For this purpose, the bridge is modeled
with three-dimensional finite elements and then seismic re-
sponse of the bridge is investigated. As mentioned above, when
the literature is searched, it is seen that only a few studies
available today are related to the seismic assessment of the
historical masonry arch bridge [28–34].

,e main objective of this research study is to simulate
the performance of historical arch bridge under near-fault
earthquakes via finite element (FE) approach and to dem-
onstrate the capability and performance predicting. For this
purpose, in this study, the earthquake behaviors of historical
arch bridges (historical Tokatlı Bridge) constructed in the
Karabuk, Turkey, is investigated. First, the material and
geometrical properties of the historical Tokatlı Bridge are
described, and then, the FE model of the single-span his-
torical Tokatlı bridge was created and necessary analyzes
were carried out. Detailed discussion of the historical arch
bridge (historical Tokatlı Bridge) is given in the following
sections.

2. Description of the Historical Arch Bridge
(Historical Tokatlı Bridge)

,e historical Tokatlı Bridge is located on the Söğütlüdere
Canyon in the Safranbolu district of Karabük. ,e bridge is
located on the river bed in the east-west axis. ,e official
website of the Karabük Provincial Directorate of Culture and
Tourism states that the historical Tokatlı Bridge may have
been built in the 18th century. Although there are no
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published academic studies on the bridge, the inventory slip
prepared by the General Directorate of Highways and the
registration voucher prepared by theMinistry of Culture and
Tourism are among the few documents providing infor-
mation about the bridge [35]. A pulley-shaped arch and one-
eyed bridge stones were used with smooth fine stones;
tempan walls and arch belly were built with small rubble
stone technique. While the original stone masonry is seen in
the lower parts of the tempan wall, it is seen that the upper
levels have been repaired by using stones of different sizes
and genders. ,e bridge is approximately 47.26 meters long
and 4.10 meters wide. ,e height from the bridge to the
water level is 30.70 meters. ,e bridge which extends in the
east-west direction continues straight to 33.70 meters in the
east direction and then makes a sharp turn to the southeast
and continues for 13.56 meters. While the width of the
bridge is 4.08 meters at the west entrance, it is expanded to
4.21 meters at the beginning of the turn, narrows to 3.21
meters after the turn, and then extends again to 3.86 meters
towards the bridge exit up to the water level of 28.68m.
General view of the historical Tokatlı Bridge is given in
Figure 1.

2.1. Finite ElementModeling. In this part of the study, the FE
model of the historical Tokatlı Bridge is built and analyzed
under various near-fault earthquakes by using the finite
element program. For this purpose, first, 3D nonlinear finite
element program is generated by using ANSYS [36]. Under
various near-fault earthquakes, ANSYS [36] solutions are
obtained. Although the finite element method is used as a
solution method in both programs, there are differences in
the interface of the programs, visuals, creation or definition
of models, mesh methods, and the application of loads. In
order to see these differences, the finite element model of the
historical Tokatlı Bridge model, which has been analyzed in
detail with ANSYS program, has been remodeled in
SAP2000 [37] program with similar geometry, material
information, and support conditions. ,en, static and dy-
namic analyzes are performed. Furthermore, SAP2000 [37]
model is also constituted to obtain mode shapes and natural
frequencies of the historical Tokatlı Bridge. And then, the
results obtained from nonlinear finite element models,
ANSYS and SAP2000, are compared. Details of the FEmodel
are described in the following sections.

2.2. Element Types. In the FE modeling of the historical
Tokatlı Bridge, the bridge elements are divided into small
elements connected at intersecting nodes with degrees of
freedom appropriate to the element type selected for
modeling of the structure behavior under various loading
conditions. ,e historical Tokatlı Bridge is modeled using
10-node high-order tetrahedron elements. ,is element
model, well suited for modeling irregular networks and
contact surfaces, has a quadratic displacement behavior [38].
Accordingly, such an element is suitable for predicting the
surface contact between the historical Tokatlı Bridge com-
ponents and the irregular geometry of the FE model. Every
node of the element has three degrees of freedom, that is,

translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions. ,e contact
algorithm of the FE model requires the definition of contact
surfaces. Details of the contact surface modeling are given in
the following section.

2.3.ContactModeling. Contact mechanics is the study of the
deformation caused by solid bodies that touch each other at
one or more points [39]. In this study, the contact between
the historical Tokatlı Bridge and its components is defined as
a surface-to-surface contact type where the contact area may
change as a function of the degree of separation of the
contact surfaces. ,is contact type is established when a
surface of one body comes in contact with the surface of
another body, and it is commonly used for arbitrary bodies
that have large contact areas [40, 41]. To define a contact
surface pair, one of the surfaces is designated as a contact
element and the other as target element. Both elements need
to have the same characteristic parameters such as number
of nodes and node locations [24]. For the contact interface of
the historical Tokatlı Bridge, CONTA174 element and a
matching TARGE170 element are used to represent contact
and separation between the two surfaces [41], as shown in
Figure 2. To facilitate sliding or movement of the fill material
relative to the arch barrel and the spandrel walls without
generating significant tensile stresses at the interface be-
tween these materials, three-dimensional frictional contact
surfaces are included [16].

2.4.Meshing. Mesh size and type are important to accurately
estimate the stress and/or strain values in a FE model. ,us,
to assure an appropriate mesh density in the FE model of the
historical Tokatlı Bridge, case studies with different mesh
sizes are carried out. Accordingly, four meshing options are
tested and compared in the FE model: Automatic, Tetra-
hedrons, Hex Dominant, and Sweep meshing options, as
shown in Figure 3. ,e first meshing option is an auto-
matically generated mesh, and it consists of 6680 elements
and 104788 nodes. ,e second meshing option, Tetrahe-
drons mesh, consists of 47818 elements and 162920 nodes.
,e properties of the other meshing options are shown in
Table 1. In ANSYS, a larger number of nodes in a FE model
lead to excessive computation time. ,erefore, Tetrahedron
meshing option as it has a better size distribution and fewer
nodes throughout the FE model is selected. ,e largest mesh
size giving stable results is then chosen for the FE model
[42, 43]. ,e maximum strain value in the historical Tokatlı
Bridge remains nearly constant for both 50mm and 25mm
mesh sizes (0.012443 and 0.012466, respectively).,us, mesh
sizes are taken as 25mm in the contact areas of the model
and 50mm in the rest of the model.

3. Material Model and Boundary Conditions

In the nonlinear FE model, actual material properties of the
historical Tokatlı Bridge are needed to achieve accurate
analysis results. ,e material properties used in the analysis
of the historical Tokatlı Bridge are listed in Table 2 [19]. In
addition to material model, accurate definition of boundary
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conditions is of great importance in FE analysis, as they can
greatly affect the structural behavior of the historic Tokatlı
Bridge. ,e boundary conditions are defined by fiefing the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom at all bridge
abutments and both side walls [1]. Because of the very low
tensile strength of the masonry structures, some analytical
models and also masonry structure analysis assume that the
material model has no tensile strength. ,e tensile strength
value of the wall and the direct tensile bond strength can be
determined by flexural bond strength testing. ,ough the
direct tensile bind strength test is problematic to complete, it
provides the complete tensile stress-displacement diagram
as well as the correct tensile strength [44]. ,e tensile

strength of masonry is usually equal to the tensile bind
strength between the joint and the unit [45].

It is known that the compressive strength of the wall in
historical masonry bridge elements is much higher than the
tensile strength of the wall. ,e compressive strength of the
wall can be viewed as a function of the strength of the bricks
and mortar [45]. ,e basic shape of the stress-strain curve
for masonry is shown in Figure 4.

4. Near-Fault Ground Motions

In this study, near-fault ground motions are used due to
their distinct, destructive velocity pulse characteristics.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: View of the historical Tokatlı Bridge: (a) upstream, (b) downstream, and (c) building survey [35].

Figure 2: Details of contact surfaces.
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Table 3 lists the near-fault groundmotions used in this study.
,is set of earthquake records used in this study includes
near-ground motion parameters, as can be seen in Figure 5.

As is known, velocity pulse amplitude (Vp) and velocity
pulse period (Tp) are generally used to characterize near-
fault ground motions. However, recent research by Makris

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Mesh options. (a) Hex dominant mesh. (b) Sweep mesh. (c) Tetrahedrons mesh.

Table 1: Numbers of nodes and elements for different mesh types.

Number Mesh type Nodes Elements
1 Automatic 104788 6680
2 Hex dominant 126342 13045
3 Sweep 104788 6680
4 Tetrahedrons 162920 47818

Advances in Civil Engineering 5



and Black [40] shows that peak ground acceleration (Ap)
appears to be a more significant parameter for characterizing
near-fault ground motions [41]. ,us, to characterize the
near-fault ground motions considered in this study, both Ap
and Vp included within the Ap/Vp ratio of ground motions
are used [33]. It is known that this ratio also represents the
dominant frequency and energy content of near-fault
ground motions [40]. A low ratio indicates ground move-
ments with intense, long-term acceleration pulses, while a
high ratio accompanies ground movements with short-term
acceleration pulses. One set of ground motions is used. ,is
set involves a suite of 6 earthquakes with distance ranging
between 0.6 km and 9.5 km presented in Table 3.

5. Analyses Results

In this phase of the study, the behavior of the historical
Tokatlı Bridge under near-fault earthquakes is investigated.
For this purpose, as mentioned above, ground motions near
the fault are used in this study because of their distinctive,
destructive speed-impact properties. Before the dynamic
analysis, mode shapes are determined in SAP2000. To obtain
the mode shapes and other results, first, a FE model of
historical Tokatlı Bridge is determined in SAP2000 as shown
in Figure 6. Mode shapes are very important in determining
the general behavior of structures. In order to determine the
mode shapes, modal analysis was performed in SAP2000

program and the deformation of the first 10 modes of
historical Tokatlı Bridge is determined, as shown in Figure 7.
Again, the structure of the first 10 mode periods is presented
in Table 4. After the creation of the model, dead load analysis
is investigated under the bridge’s own weight. Maximum
deformation, elastic stresses, and stress values obtained as a
result of the analysis are shown in Figure 8. To compare the
SAP2000 results of historical Tokatlı Bridge under Earth
gravity, the ANSYS model is also determined and dead load
analysis is also performed under its own weight as shown in
Figure 9. As can be seen in Figures 8 and 9, it is observed that
pressure stress values are under 20MPa and tensile stress
values are under 1MPa. Observing the analyses results from
SAP2000 and ANSYS under standard Earth gravity, it is
seems that stress and displacement values do not cause the
collapse of the historical Tokatlı Bridge. While the dynamic
behavior under near-fault earthquakes is investigated, stress
and displacements graphs are obtained as shown in Fig-
ures 10 and 11. Assuming the historical Tokatlı Bridge is
stable and undamaged under standard Earth gravity, it can
be assumed that there will be no damage to the historical
Tokatlı Bridge with the tensile stress increased up to
0.60MPa. It can be said that this tensile stress obtained is
consistent with the tensile strength/compressive strength
ratios (1/20–1/10) recommended by Pela et al. [10] for
masonry structures, which can be used as a control in
assessing the damage potential. ,erefore, as mentioned

Table 2: Material properties [1].

Material Modulus of elasticity (N/m2) Poisson’s ratio Density (kg/m3)
Stone arches 3.0E9 0.25 1600
Timber block 1.5E9 0.05 1300
Side walls 2.5E9 0.20 1400
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Figure 4: Fundamental stress-strain diagram for masonry under compression [45].

Table 3: Near-fault records used in the analysis.

Earthquake Station/component Mag. Distance Ap Vp Tp
(Mw) (km) (g) (cm/s) (s)

Cape Mend. (1992) 89156 Petrolia 7.1 9.5 0.66 90.0 0.7
Kobe (1995) KOBE/KJM000 6.9 0.6 0.82 81.0 0.9
Superstition Hills (1987) SUPERST/B-PTS225 6.6 0.7 0.45 112.0 2.2
Northridge (1994) 90056 Newhall-W. Pico Canyon Rd. 6.7 7.1 0.45 92.9 3.2
Imperial Valley (1979) 5165 El Centro diff. Array 6.5 5.3 0.35 71.0 4.5
Chi-Chi (1999) CHICHI/TCU087-W 7.6 3.2 0.38 120.0 9.5
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Figure 5: Near-fault earthquakes: (a) Kobe earthquake, (b) Northridge earthquake, (c) Superstation Hill, (d) Imperial Valley earthquake,
(d) Cape Mend earthquake, (e) Chi-Chi earthquake, and (f) spectral acceleration response spectrum.

Figure 6: Modeling of historical Tokatlı Bridge in SAP2000.
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Table 4: Periods of the first 10 modes of historical Tokatlı Bridge.

Mode Period (Sn)
1 0.04524
2 0.02531
3 0.02342
4 0.01960
5 0.01656
6 0.01360
7 0.01318
8 0.01296
9 0.01200
10 0.01025

Mod-1 Mod-2

Mod-3 Mod-4

Mod-5 Mod-6

Mod-7 Mod-8

Mod-9 Mod-10

Figure 7: Top 10 mode shapes of Tokatlı Bridge.
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Figure 8: Historical Tokatlı Bridge static analysis in SAP2000: (a) total deformation, (b) maximum principal elastic strain, and (c) maximum
principal stress.

B: Static Structural
Total Deformation
Type: Total Deformation

1.5051 Max
1.3379
1.1706
1.0034
0.83617
0.66894
0.5017
0.33447
0.16723
0 Min

(a)

Figure 9: Continued.
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B: Static Structural
Maximum Principal Elastic Strain
Type: Maximum Principal Elastic Strain

0.00019424 Max
0.00017255
0.00015085
0.00012915
0.00010746
8.5758e-5
6.4601e-5
4.2363e-5
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-1.0311e-6 Min

(b)

B: Static Structural
Maximum Principal Stress
Type: Maximum Principal Stress

0.59707 Max
0.51629
0.43551
0.35472
0.27394
0.19316
0.11237
0.031592
-0.049191
-0.12997 Min

(c)

Figure 9: Historical Tokatlı Bridge static analysis in ANSYS: (a) total deformation, (b) maximum principal elastic strain, and (c) maximum
principal stress.
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(a)

Figure 10: Continued.
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(d)

Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: ANSYS results of historical arch bridge displacements under near-fault earthquakes: (a) Cape Mend earthquake, (b) Chi-Chi
earthquake, (c) Imperial Valley earthquake, (d) Kobe earthquake, and (e) Northridge earthquake.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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Figure 11: ANSYS results of historical arch bridge maximum principal stress under near-fault earthquakes: (a) Cape Mend earthquake,
(b) Chi-Chi earthquake, (c) Imperial Valley earthquake, (d) Kobe earthquake, and (e) Northridge earthquake.
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Figure 12: Continued.
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Figure 12: SAP2000 results of historical arch bridge displacements under near-fault earthquakes: (a) Cape Mend earthquake, (b) Chi-Chi
earthquake, (c) Imperial Valley earthquake, (d) Kobe earthquake, and (e) Northridge earthquake.
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Figure 13: Continued.
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above, in this phase of study, the tensile strength/com-
pressive strength ratio is considered as 1/20 or 5% and the
damage potential is evaluated. ,erefore, it is predicted that
the tensile stress values greater than 1/20 or 5% can be
reduced by damaging the structural strength [10]. Fur-
thermore, investigating Figures 10 and 11, it is seen that the
tensile stresses increased by the near-fault earthquake effect
are more significant especially along the large belt. Con-
sidering the near-fault earthquakes loading adopted for the
evaluations, the tensile stress reaching up to 0.60MPa under
static loading on the historical Tokatlı Bridge increases up to
2.10MPa due to the near-fault earthquake effects and ex-
ceeds the tensile strength of the historical Tokatlı Bridge
which is accepted as 1MPa. When the finite element model
is investigated in detail, it is observed that the tensile stress at
many nodes is greater than 1MPa. ,ese findings indicated
that damage may be caused by tensile stress under near-fault
earthquakes. As the pressure stresses under near-fault
earthquakes effect are quite low than the compressive
strength of the historical Tokatlı Bridge, no damage is ex-
pected due to pressure. Figures 10 and 11 show that the
tensile stress on the historical Tokatlı Bridge surface under
near-fault earthquake effects is greater than 1MPa, which
may be risky in terms of damage. As can be seen from
Figures 10–13, the upper side of large belt, the bottom of the
belt, and the side of the belt can be recommended as critical
for damage to the road surface. ,ese findings are consistent
with the results in the literature affecting their own weight
and earthquake load. In the following stages, cracks that may
occur under increasing load effect can be expected to start
from these regions and reach the collapse mechanism.
Dynamic analysis results are given in Table 5.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a detail investigation about the comparison
of static and dynamic behavior of the historical Tokatlı
Bridge considering different near-fault earthquakes is
presented. For this purpose, a FE model of the historical
Tokatlı Bridge is built and analyzed under various near-
fault earthquakes using the program ANSYS and
SAP2000. Based on the analysis results, the following
observations are made:

(i) ,e maximum displacements decreased when the
distance of the earthquakes increased, and this is
true for reverse conditions.

(ii) Tensile stresses have reached the permissible ma-
sonry tensile strength, especially on the upper side
of the large belt, on the upper side of the belt, and on
the side of the belt, and pose a risk for damage.

(iii) ,e compressive stresses are well below themasonry
compressive strength and are not considered to be
risky in terms of damage. Furthermore, for the
historical Tokatlı Bridge, the potential damage due
to displacements is found to be critical. However,
there is no displacement at the level that would
cause damage to the remaining parts of the his-
torical Tokatlı Bridge.

(iv) Contour diagrams obtained as a result of dynamic
analysis can be used to determine where damage
could potentially occur. Furthermore, the analyses
made in this study may be useful for other historical
bridges in the country for accurate estimation of
responses when considered seismically.

Table 5: Dynamic ANSYS analysis results.

Number# Fault Earthquakes
Historical Tokatlı Bridge

Deformation Maximum principal elastic strain Maximum principal stress
(mm) (mm/mm) (MPa)

1

Near fault

Cape Mend, 1992 5.64 0.00068 2.10
2 Chi-Chi, 1999 1.98 0.00029 0.90
3 Imperial Valley, 1979 3.37 0.00045 1.39
4 Kobe, 1995 6.83 0.00064 1.87
5 Northridge, 1994 4.10 0.00053 1.63
6 Superstition Hills, 1987 4.11 0.00054 1.64
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Figure 13: SAP2000 results of historical arch bridge maximum principal stress under near-fault earthquakes: (a) Cape Mend earthquake,
(b) Chi-Chi earthquake, (c) Imperial Valley earthquake, (d) Kobe earthquake, (e) Northridge earthquake.
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